EWD Announcements

Workforce Development Benchmark Results Attachment
by RICK FRAZIER
11/5/2007 5:57 PM
TCC was one of 20 community colleges nationwide that participated in a benchmarking study focusing on Workforce Development & Contract Training. Great info!

BEACON PROJECT COMPLETE
by MARK LOWE
9/18/2007 9:17 AM
Economic Development/Special Projects and Corporate Solutions recently completed the Beacon Project, a two-year, $500,000 Workforce Florida funded project to improve business health and employee job seeker capabilities in Gadsden County.

Over the...

ZERO TOLERANCE GOES LIVE!
by MARK LOWE
9/17/2007 3:57 PM
Zero Tolerance, a mandatory statewide course for all new Agency for Persons with Disabilities (APD) employees, providers and clients, opened for registration on September 14th. This online course is the third in a series offered through APD's contract...

Communicate with the EWD Team Portal through email!
by STACI MILDENBERGER
9/5/2007 10:10 AM
Use the following email addresses to communicate with the portal directly from your TCC email account:

Send any Team Announcements you may have to ewcannouncement@port.tcc.fl.edu
Send any email threads you'd like to archive on the portal to...

Add new announcement

EWD Calendar

November, 2007

28 29 30 31
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

2:00 PM MEJP Registration
7:00 PM Conference

Happy Birthday Brooke Paige

2:00 PM MEJP Registration
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